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Cooney announces
he will step down
By Logan Dancey

News Editor
On a campus where most people are expected to leave after four
years, Terry Cooney stuck around for 27. Cooney, who joined the faculty in 1976 and assumed the role of Academic Vice President in 1997,
announced on Nov. 11 that he would step down from his position as
Academic VP. Cooney's decision came about because he wanted to be
closer to his significant other — former Associate Vice President for
Development Beth Herman — who left the University earlier this year.
Herman is now the Vice President of College Advancement at Franklin
& Marshall College in Lancaster, Penn.
"I am not leaving the University out of any sense of discontent. I
actually thought I would be here forever and would be buried in the
courtyard or something," Cooney said.
Cooney has spent most of his life in academia as either a professor
or an administrator at UPS. He arrived in 1976 as a member of the
History Department, served as Associate Dean from 1989-1995 and
then returned to the History Department until he became Academic
Dean in 1997.
"I couldn't hold a job," he quipped.
Cooney's decision to become an administrator did not come from
any misgivings about his job as a professor.
"I loved being in the classroom. I miss it a lot — I think about it all
the time," he said.
The major difference between the role of administrator and professor, besides syllabus writing, is the scheduling. As a professor, Cooney
worked until midnight almost every night during the school year. The
administrative job demands a more rigid daytime schedule, as well as
a greater time commitment in the summer months, but does not require
as many late hours. His ability to teach is something he carried with
him to his administrative positions, and an aspect of his personality
that his colleagues will miss.
"The University will lose a leader and a very good teacher," Director
of the Center for Writing and Learning Julie Neff-Lippman said.
Recently, Cooney has taught his vast knowledge of the University to
a newcomer, President Ron Thomas. Despite Thomas' recent arrival,
both men feel they have a great working relationship.
"I'm deeply saddened at the loss of Terry. He's been just a tremendous colleague, a good friend and really a great guide for me over the
course of the last several months while I've been transitioning to the
job," Thomas said.
Cooney's co-workers laud his abilities as an administrator, colleague
and friend. Associate Dean John Finney, who arrived at the University
the same year as Cooney, recognized Cooney's administrative potential
early on.
"I have as high a regard for him as I could for anybody. I think that

See COONEY, page 4
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GRAVE PROTESTS MARK SCHOOL OF AMERICAS ATROCITIES—On Sunday Nov. 16 students

from UPS gathered with the local community to protest the School of Americas.

Campus members object to SOA
intelligence, counter-insurgency, anti-narcotics and
commando operations. More than 61,000 student
soldiers graduated from the school.
The SOA was shut down Dec. 15, 2000 only to be
On the evening of Nov. 10, upwards of 50 students, faculty and guests gathered in a room built to reopened Jan. 17, 2001 with a new name: Western
fit half as many. With the doors shut and the win- Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation
dows closed, the room soon became muggy and (WHINSEC).
According to the 2001 National Defense
overheated, perhaps to simulate the weather of a
summer in Central America. In fact, the group had Authorization Act the official purpose of WHINgathered to learn about the School of the Americas. SEC is "to provide professional education and
The United States Army School of the Americas training to eligible personnel of nations of the
(SOA) was founded in 1946. The SOA was a train- Western Hemisphere within the context of the deming school last based in Fort Benning, Ga. The ocratic principles set forth in the Charter of the
school trained soldiers from Latin American coun- Organization of American States ... while fostering
See SOA, page 3
tries in combat techniques, infantry tactics, military

By Kyle Roush

News Writer

Alternative spring break offers service-oriented vacation
By Megan Buscho

Assistant News Editor
This spring break while many students
head off to sunny locales for rest and relaxation, a group of dedicated students will
depart on one of three alternative spring
break trips. The alternative spring break
program has been very successful at colleges across the country. UPS is offering
trips through three existing organizations;
Habitat for Humanity, The Film and
Theatre Society and the Social Justice
Residence Program.
Each of these organizations are offering
very different trips, all of which will head
to Oregon for the break. Planning for the
program began late last spring, but really
took off after an intern with Student
Development researched similar programs
at other colleges this summer.
"There is a huge range of possibilities
for alternative spring break programs, from
service to travel to foreign countries to

involvement in the arts," Houston
Dougharty, Associate Dean of Student
Services, said. "We decided to connect ourselves with three existing organizations on
campus. They already have a core of people who might be interested in going."
Two out of three of the trips will focus
on service throughout the week. Habitat
for Humanity will spend their week helping the local Portland chapter complete a
house. This program will have little costs
associated with it since the students will be
staying at local churches. Also traveling to Oregon, the Social
Justice Residence Program will spend the
first half of their week in Bend and the second half in Portland. Adopting the Social
Justice floor's theme of Criminal Justice,
the travelers will be working with youth in
Bend who are participating in restorative
justice, an innovative approach to the justice system.
"The premiere restorative justice program in the country is in Bend. It is used as

a case study for a lot of other organizations
looking into restorative justice. I thought
that this program would be ideal for the
program because it deals specifically with
youth offenders," Spirituality and Justice
Intern Adam Bray said. "You're not just
cleaning up something or building something, you really get to see the systemic
problems involved."
The Social Justice trip will also be staying at churches; and could potentially have
the opportunity in Portland to work as volunteers at a homeless shelter where they
will also stay the night.
The third and final trip, led by the Film
and Theatre society will take up to eight
students to see five shows in Ashland, Ore.,
including three shows through the Oregon
Shakespeare Company. This trip, although
currently lacking a community service
component they hope to put in place, will
give students an opportunity to see more
than just shows, as tours of the theaters and
Ashland will also be available.

"This program is very congruent to our
mission statement, which is to share culturally rich activities with the campus community," President of the Film and Theatre
Society Ted Meriam said. "We have been
looking this semester to add another activity, and when this came along we were really excited."
Among the benefits of this program,
Meriam lists the opportunity to travel as a
collective whole. "We will be able to get to
know each other on a more personal level,"
he said.
For Bray the most exciting part of the
Alternative Spring Break program is the
service learning aspect of it. "I really
believe that service learning is the best way
to learn. It brings everything to life when
you go out into the community," he said.
Interested students have until Dec. 8 to
turn in applications. Applications are
available in the Dean of Students office.

• Megan Buscho is majoring in Politics and
Government.
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Consul General promotes Israel, condemns terrorism
By Sarah Norris

Assistant News Editor
On Thursday, Nov. 6, at 3:30 p.m., the campus organization FAAIR (Forum for Advocating American-Israeli
Relations) .celebrated the long-anticipated visit of Israeli
Consul General Yossi Amrani.
Amrani is the Consul General assigned to the Pacific
Northwest and has an extensive résumé of international
diplomacy posts and contributions to the Palestine-Israeli
peace process.
Amrani gave a presentation in the Trimble Hall Forum
addressing his perspective on the current Israeli-Palestine
conflict. Jeremy Blatteis, co-President of FAAIR, attempted to bring Amrani to campus last spring but the Consul
General canceled at the last minute.
Blatteis emphasized the importance of Amrani's visit
in both clarifying Israel's defense record and spreading
knowledge and awareness about the region.
"In bringing Israeli Consul General Amrani to campus
we sought to explain why the U.S. has maintained a relationship with Israel and why foreign aid has been put to
good use there," he said.
Additionally, Blatteis remarked that Amrani's message
was also meant to.back Israeli defense against criticism.
"We invited him to darify Israel's position of why a
security offense is needed and what they are doing to cope
with terrorism," Blatteis said.
Amrani is passionate about the issue of terrorism and
the existence of an Israeli state. In an article written for the
San Francisco Chronicle in 2001, Amrani wrote, "This is
our land, this is where we were born, where we built our
homes and families, and this is where we are going to stay

members — both faculty and students — were in attendance.
Despite the passionate and polarized opinions that surround the Israeli-Palestinian debate, the event remained
tame and respectful.
After Amrani spoke, audience members wrote their
questions on note cards and selected questions were read
to Amrani for his comments. The process was meant to
expedite the process and limit audience members' abilities to comment to the Consul General.
"Our speakers are high caliber and we have learned
that they can come for a limited amount of time, so this
way more questions are answered, rather than having an
open foruln," Blatteis said.
Goldstein appreciated not only the efficiency of the
system but the elimination of extraneous comments to
Amrani.
"This way we are listening to him rather than hearing
someone's preamble," he said.
Amrani's visit did not stir widespread comments.
Indeed, students took little notice of his presence on campus. FAAIR plans to host additional speakers on campus
this year and, in addition, is sending club members to a
Washington State Mid-East luncheon in the spring.

... There is no justification for terrorism and there can be
no compromise with terrorism. We will wage an unwavering war against terrorism and its leaders and perpetrators, since there is no other way."
Amrani's message is founded on years of higher education, international political experience and advocacy.
Barry Goldstein, Geology professor and FAAIR's advisor, felt that Amrani's visit was important because of
Amrani's background and experiences.
"He was involved in the Oslo negotiation process. He
is one of the-guys who's been at the heart of negotiations
and has a good knowledge of historical processes,"
Goldstein said. "[The information] is right from the
horse's mouth. He has a clear voice but also knows what
he's talking about."
Little dispute exists around Amrani's broad résumé of
experience and knowledge base. Amrani achieved a B.A
in General and Jewish History and a M.A in General
I-Tistory and American Jewish History and joined the
Israeli Foreign Service in 1983. Amrani was a Minister of
Political Affairs at the Israeli Embassy in Washington D.C.
from 1998-2000 and served as the Director of
Coordination and a speechwriter for the Minister of
Foreign Affairs from 1996-1998.
In the Middle East, Amrani was a key negotiator for
the Interim Agreement with the Palestinian Authority in
1995. He was a Foreign Policy Advisor to the Israeli
President in 1994 and the Bureau Chief of the
Ambassador's Office at the Israeli Washington Embassy
from 1988 to 1993.
Despite the prestige and international recognition of
Consul General Amrani, his visit to the University proved
fairly quiet. Blatteis estimates that around 55 to 60 campus
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Sarah Norris is an IPE major working on her thesis, so have
pity for her.
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Last week's men's soccer photo should have been
attributed to Kimron Thomas, not Greg Groggel.

Crimes
The following incidents occurred on
campus and were reported to Security
Services"
:

Nov. 11, 2003
At 1:30 p.m. a Bookstore staff member
reported she observed a male suspect
take merchandise from the store without
paying. Security Officers checked the
area, but were not able to locate the suspect.

Photo courtesy kaimin.org

CONSUL GENERAL ADVOCATES ISRAELI POSITION—Invited to visit Puget

Sound by campus dub FAAIR, Consul General Yossi Amrani defended the existence of
the Israeli nation-state and criticized the use of terrorism in the Middle East by any
organization.

rai

Nov. 14, 2003
At 8:24 p.m., Security Officers contacted several students in the Library parking lot who were suspected of violating
the University alcohol policy.
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Nov. 16, 2003
At 1:10 a.m., Security Officers
observed two students near a residence
hall who they suspected were violating
the University drug policy. In the process
of investigating the situation, they discovered further violations of University
policy.
"please contact Security Services at
ext. 3311 to report suspicious activity on
campus.
Security staff will be on duty and
patrolling the campus during the
Thanksgiving break.
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UPS pilots new ranking system
aimed at student performance
By Phil Londen

News Writer

•

Each year, thousands of high school students across the nation must make a choice
that will have profound effects on the course
of their adult life: where to go to college.
This decision can alter the course of a student's life, for better or for worse.
Several sources are available to guide
prospective students. The most frequently
referenced resources are typically college
guides that rank and categorize all of the varions colleges and universities such as the
"Fiske Guide to Colleges" or "US News and
World Report America's Best Colleges."
One group of educators doesn't think
these sources capture the full picture and has
developed a new type of survey, called the
National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE), to supplement the seemingly objective rankings of typical college guides. The
survey was established with a grant from the
Pew Charitable Trusts and has been supported since its inception by a host-of other institutions, including the American Association
for Higher Education.
"College rankings in the 'US News and
World Report' tend to focus on input variables, such as the size of the endowment, the
number of books in the library or SAT scores,
but this gives only part of the picture in considering the strength of a college," Dean of
Students Kristine Bartanen said. "You also
need to consider outcomes, which is where
NSSE comes in. NSSE helps to round out the
whole picture."
The NSSE is a student self-report distributed to first and fourth-year students and
focuses on how often students perform certain tasks, such as preparing for class or
working on campus, as well as the particular
services that an institution has to offer.
The NSSE groups its findings into five
different "Benchmarks for Effective
Educational Practice," which consist of level
of academic challenge, active and collaborative learning, student-faculty interaction,
enriching educational experiences and sup-

portive campus environment.
"UPS was one of the pilot institutions of
the NSSE in 1999," Bartanen said. "Since
then, we have also participated in NSSE in
2000, 2002 and 2003."
During the pilot tests of the NSSE in 1999,
276 schools, including UPS, took part. Since
the survey's inception, 161 more institutions
have gotten on board to round out the total
number of participants of the NSSE to 437.
But UPS does not limit itself to just the
NSSE to provide institutional research.
Currently, UPS takes part in over 200 institutional research projects, including the Higher
Education Data Sharing consortium, which
allows colleges from across the nation to
share information in order to help the institutions target areas that need improvement.
"Part of doing the best job that we possibly can is dependent upon having feedback,"
Bartanen said. "Feedback from the students
is helpful in developing strategies to address
target areas that we have identified for
improvement."
And that is precisely where NSSE is the
most useful. Since NSSE is administered to
both first- and fourth-year students, it allows
administrators to compare the attitudes of
the student body upon entrance and exit of
the institution. More importantly, however,
it allows them to compare the attitudes of
first- and fourth-year students over time,
which means they can monitor whether or
not they are effectively implementing the
feedback that they receive from surveys like
NSSE.
"We have targeted areas that need
improvement as well as areas where UPS
performs very well," Bartanen said. "For
example, we have been interested for some
time in providing more opportunities for
seniors to participate in capstone projects,
such as a senior thesis or research, and have
a strategic goal of increasing the size of the
faculty in order to make that possible.
Tracking NSSE results can assist us in evaluating our success."

Phil Londen didn't consult US News for
advice on colleges; he followed his heart to UPS.
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SOA
mutual knowledge, transparency,
confidence, and cooperation among the
participating nations and promoting
democratic values, respect for human
rights, and knowledge and understanding of United States customs and traditions."
Many graduates of the SOA, however, have been tied to atrocities committed in Latin America. In Colombia,
67,000 civilians have been killed. A
majority of those deaths are attributed
to the Colombian military, many of
whom have been trained by the SOA.
Graduates were also implicated in a
genocide that killed 75,000 during El
Salvador's 12 year civil war.
Guatemala is the site of the largest
bloodbath with 110,000 civilians killed
by the Guatemalan Army, according to
Amnesty International.
Notorious graduates of the SOA
include Panama's ex-president Manuel
Noriega, who is currently serving a 40year term in a U.S. federal prison.
Colonel Jose Castillo and Colonel
Dionisio Machuca are among those
from El Savador that committed atrocities. Godinez was cited by the
Salvadoran Non-Governmental
Human Rights Commission (NGHRC)
for his connection with 1,051 summary
executions, 129 tortures and eight
rapes. Machuca was a National Police
director and was cited by the NGHRC
for involvement in 318 tortures and 610
illegal imprisonments.
Tactics taught at the SOA, in addition to military tactics, indude execution, torture and extortion.
The Nov. 10 meeting, led by
Professor John Lear and Father Bill
Bichsel, was organized to raise awareness among the student body of atrocities that have been committed by graduates of the SOA.
"Hundreds of thousands of Latin
Americans have been tortured, killed,
disappeared and raped," Lear said.
The meeting was an introduction to
the growing movement against WHINSEC. Just shy of a week later, on Nov.

16, more than just ,discussion took
place. In front of the Federal Building
of Tacoma, 700 protesters demonstrated
in opposition to WHINSEC.
Sophomore Will Elliot, a member of
Drummers for Peace, attended the
impassioned protest.
"I don't view intervention negatively. The problem I have with it is when
graduates of the school take what they
have learned, without U.S. oversight,
and put it to use without any respect for
human lives," Elliot said. "My problem
is when America wants something
done but they don't want to do it
because it violates their principles so
they hire someone else to do their dirty
work for them."
The problem with supervising
WHINSEC and SOA graduates is that,
according to U.S. law, none of the 150
Department of Defense schools teaching foreign students may track their
graduates.
Proponents of WHINSEC argue that
they have made significant accomplishments. The professionalization of the
Latin American military and strengthening the security of the region are both
goals of WHINSEC.
Also noteworthy, less than one percent of the school's 61,000 graduates
have engaged in human rights abuses.
The curriculum at WHINSEC, in
addition to military education courses
necessary to developing military officers, includes classes in areas of human
rights, disaster relief, peacekeeping
operations, democratic sustainment
and advanced counter-drug operations
WHINSEC contests the claim that
they are responsible for human rights
violations in Latin America.
"Just as any college or university
cannot guarantee that some of their students will not someday commit crimes,
neither can we," WHINSEC says on its
website. "We provide our students
with the training to help them better
understand their role in serving a democratic society."

Kyle Roush is a Business major.
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Cooney

Continued from page 1

of all the people I've ever known in my entire life, he's
one of the three or four most talented people in terms of
the range of things that he's able to do," Finney said. "I've
essentially observed him from the day he walked on to the
campus to the present, and his rise to the deanship was
just sort of a natural progression."
Cooney's major role as Academic Vice President has
been to maintain, hire, and develop a high-quality faculty.
""I think that he's been a great supporter of the faculty
both around curriculum development and in increasing its
size," Associate Dean Bill Barry said.
Cooney lists his work with the faculty as one of his
major accomplishments. His favorite parts of the job have
been interviewing faculty members from every discipline,
as well as working with "idealistic" and "hardworking"
current faculty members. Those aspects of UPS, and the
direction the University is headed, made Cooney's deci-

sion to step down all the harder.
"I think every five years we could stop and look back
and say, 'What have we done in the last five years? Is this
a better place than it was five years ago by some measure?'
I think every five years we could've said, 'Yes," he said.
"That's a great environment to be in. Sometimes there are
schools that are very good and they're a little bit self-satisfied and not much is going on. They're not asking themselves questions."
His decision to step down is something he and Herman
had talked about for a year or two. The decision, he stresses, was entirely personal and came about so Herman could
have the opportunity to achieve her career goals.
"I have been in a Vice Presidential - job — this is my
eighth year — and at her point in her career she needed to
move up to such a job and have an opportunity to do it, so
I just felt it was a time when I could be flexible," Cooney

said.
Now that Cooney's decision to step down is official, the
President and faculty have begun to explore the procedures necessary to hire a new Academic VP.
On Monday, Nov. 17, Thomas met with Faculty Senate
and discussed plans for the formation of an Advisory
Committee. Thomas stressed that faculty and administrators should look inside and outside the University for candidates, noting that there are advantages and disadvantages to both.
Cooney is also preparing for his life without UPS. He
plans to continue his work in academia, but remains tightlipped on what his future academic positions might entail.
"I think I have some flexibility in that," he said. "And
that's about all I'm going to say about it."
• Logan Dancey is majoring in Politics and
.
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Hunger Banquet raises awareness, exposes disparities
Marika Staff and Sarah Norris

News Writr and Assistant News Editor
The second annual Hunger Banquet on Tuesday Nov.
18 in the Rotunda addressed local and global hunger problems. The banquet, sponsored by. The Center for
Spirituality and Justice and campus club Mortar Board,
was comprised of film, lecture and a role-playing group
activity to convey messages about world famine.
The banquet's title describes the role-playing part of the
event. Participants were asked to come for a special dinner
ceremony, yet the situation was unlike a typical dinner
banquet. The function of the role-playing was to create a
working metaphor for the distribution of food in the
world.
Upon arrival, individuals drew a slip of paper that contained an identity which they were to assume for the
length of the event. While these identities were fictional,
they were based on real life conditions. The identities fell
into three classified groups: high-, middle- and lowincome. The largest group, made up of low-income individuals, came from desolate and desperate circumstances
where they earned, at most, $755 a year. To further demonstrate this group's miserable situation, participants sat on
the floor, while higher income participants sat at tables.
Following a lecture on starvation, malnutrition and disparate conditions around the world, participants were
invited to "feast" as their fictional character would have.
Participants in the lowest income bracket were given a
bowl of rice. The second largest group of middle-income
individuals — described as earning between $756 and
-

$9,265 a year, ate a cup of beans and a bowl of rice. The
smallest group of high income individuals earned above
$9,266 a year and ate a full course meal; their tables were
stocked with iced and hot tea, iced water, salad dinner
rolls, a chicken entrée and carrot cake for dessert.
Throughout the banquet, participants viewed images of
starvation victims from around the world. Oxfam America
provided the graphic short film, "Hunger in a World of
Plenty" which played during the event. Oxfam also provided much of the information as well as instructional procedures for the event.
Banquet speakers included recognized campus individuals like ASUPS President Darrel Frost, The Center for
Spirituality and Justice's Adam Bray and UPSTART cocoordinator Caiti Hawks. Two keynote speakers from local
hunger charities, Martha Curwen from My Sister's Pantry
and Mother'Earth Farm's Carrie Little, also talked briefly
about regional hunger issues and what people in the
Pierce County community could do to help.
Curmen enlightened the crowd with disturbing figures
about both American and Washington State hunger problems.
"Washington has the fifth highest rate of hunger in the
nation," she said. "Surprisingly, however, this appalling
number is better than only two years ago, when
Washington held the third highest rate of hunger."
The event aimed not only to enlighten and educate, but
also to prompt greater movement towards solutions.
Participant and student Steve Larson has attended both
campus banquets. "I hope that we continue to act in the
future, so we never forget the plight of others," he said.

•
•
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STUDENTS GET A TASTE HUNGER — The 2nd

Hunger Banquet sought to raise awareness on campus.
The money the banquet raised, as well as the proceeds
from the rest of Hunger Week, will go to local Tacoma
hunger efforts as well as Oxfam America.
Amanda Bevers, the key coordinator' of this year's
Hunger Banquet, emphasized the importance of the event.
"The Hunger Banquet is a really significant, life-changing
event ..." he said. "Hopefully the word will spread and
students will become more involved in hunger and poverty relief."
Marika Staff and Sarah Norris are hungry.
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$3 DRAFTS (Ladies)
EVERY TUESDAY
$2.50 PITCHERS
8pm-I Opm

Now servingPBR!
Jazzbones Restaurant & Nightclub weekly schedule of events:
*Fri. Nov. 21st Jerry Miller& The Allstars (Rock/Blues) 9:15pm
*Sat. Nov. 22nd Too Slim & The Taildraggers (Country Rock Blues) 9:15pm
*Sun. Nov. 23th ALLAGES: Garaj Mahal (Jam Band) 6pm
*Mon. Nov. 24th ALLAGES: Acoustic Open Mic 7pm
*Tues. Nov. 24th $2.50 Pitchers, 8pm-1Opm
*Wed. Nov. 26th SPECIAL EVENT: 3 Bands with 1 cover!
Jude Bowerman (Funk) 8pm
$2 Corona's
Amadan (Irish Rock) 9:45pm
EVERY NIGHT
mi'pn-lOpm
The Clumsy Lovers (Celtic Rock) llpm

For more information
check us out on the web at:

Jazzbones.com!
MUSICIANS:
Acoustic Open Mic
EVERY Monday!
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Low down on depression
By Nell Shamrell

Opinions Writer

dolphin
in
disguise

Imagine, for a moment, opening your eyes every morning and
wishing you could just sleep forever. Imagine, when you do
finally get up, walking through
the day feeling sad and hopeless. Imagine your friends and family saying things like "you used to be so happy" or "cheer up, you look so
down," but you just cannot seem to raise your feelings. Imagine that you
are aware something is wrong, that you even have an idea it might be
"depression," but are too intimidated by the stereotypes and jokes about
"Prozac nation" and such to seek treatment. This is a reality for too many
people in America and throughout the world. Depression is a real, biological, treatable illness, but our society places such a stigma on mental
illness that many sufferers do not seek help.
Though not completely understood, at this time depression is thought
to be caused by an imbalance of the chemical "serotonin" in the brain. It
is not a choice or a sign of weakness; rather, it's a real medical disorder.
People with clinical depression need medication and therapy to help
them deal with their illness, just as people with diabetes or epilepsy do.
You wouldn't tell a diabetic or epileptic to just "get over it." The stereotypes surrounding depression are not only wrong, they're also dangerous.
Without treatment, depression can lead to suicidal thoughts and even
actions.- Suicide is now the second-leading cause of death among children
and adolescents, according to the National Foundation for Depressive
Illnesses.
Several people close to me have gone through depression. I remember
looking into their eyes during these times and seeing so much sadness. It
is a horrible, helpless feeling to see a friend or family member so upset
and feel unable to do anything. I also watched as they were diagnosed
and medicated, and saw their old personality start to re-emerge. Antidepressants did not "change" the people my friends were; rather, it
allowed them to again be the people they were before.
I've also heard many people criticize the advertising campaigns by
pharmaceutical companies for anti-depressants as "promoting" depression. These arguments are not without merit, but it should be noted that
these medicines can only be obtained with a prescription from a doctor. It
should also be noted that pharmaceutical companies are a business, and
yes, it is always difficult when companies are in a position to profit from
someone's illness. This does not, however, make depression any less real
to those who do suffer from it, nor does it make these medications any
less important.
It is unfortunate that our society treats mental illness with such stigma.
The word "Prozac" has become almost a joke. Depression should be
taken seriously, not dismissed as "in the head" or "a fad." It is a real illness that does take lives. Only when our society puts away its ridiculous
stereotypes and accepts depression, Attention Deficit Disorder,
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, and others as a reality can we truly
move towards healing.
•

Freshman Nell Shamrell slays vampires in her spare time.
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Women's soccer winning regionals and
hosting a national quarterfinal game.

Losing Terry Cooney.
Terry Cooney stepping down so
his significant other can pursue her
career.
The officiating at PLU/UPS football game.

RDG.

Not having enough meal points at
the end of the semester.

Letters to the

Editor
Nalgene supports ethical
treatment of animals
To the Editor:
Here is the response I got from Nalgene
when I told them about our concerns about animal testing.
—Barbara Racine, Bookstore
To Nalgene Outdoor Product Users:
I would like to take this opportunity to provide further information concerning Nalgene
Brand Products and alleged testing on animals.
Our company, Nalge Nunc International
(NNI), produces Nalgene Outdoor Products.
We are owned by Apogent Technologies
(www.apogent.com ).
NNI has been in business since 1949 manufacturing plastic products for the laboratory,
packaging, industrial and consumer markets.
We sell world-wide through a network of distributors, h our laboratory line of product
(wwwsialgenuric.corn) we -import a line of

domicile animal cages and offer them through
our laboratory distributors. (Our bbware distributor links are also available on the abovementioned site NNI does not conduct any animal research or testing in the development or
manufacturing of our products and we do not
condone the inhumane treatment of animals.
You can access our full position paper on our
outdoor site, www.nalgene-outdoor.com in the
"About Our Company"/"History" Section
(http:/ /www.nalgeneoutdoorcom/about/history/whitepaperiatml).
NM believes that animal research should be
conducted only within the guidelines of the
federal Animal Welfare Act and only when necessary. We applaud the declining use of animal
research during the past two decades. This
decrease is due largely to new laboratory, techniques to determine the effects of potential new
drugs on in vitro cel's and tissue samples in the
early stages of investigation. Nalge Nunc
International has been and will continue'to be a
leader in the development of new products for

cell and tissue culture. This will not only minimize the use of animal research, but will enable
medical research to cure diseases and alleviate
suffering in humans and animals faster.
Again, we here at Nalge Nunc International
thank you for taking the time to learn the truth
as opposed to relying on rumors in regard to
our connection with animal testing. I also
encourage you to learn the facts about animal
research and its role in medical research. We
recommend contacting the Foundation for
Biomedical Research, 818 Connecticut Avenue,
NW, Suite 303, Washington DC 20006. Tel: (202)
457-0654, Fax: (202) 457-0659.
—Lisa Fotheringham
Customer Satisfaction Specialist
Nalge Nunc International

Notrica cannot speak for
'country and world'
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Blaire Notrica's
article, "UPS President is Better Than You
Think." As an alumna and graduate student living on the opposite side of the country from my
dear alma mater, it is not often that I make time
to read The Trail, let alone respond. But I found
this particular article to be so audacious that
decided I would pause, and put my studies
aside. Within the first sentence of his article, Mr.
Notrica arrogantly speaks in the name of the
"campus, the city, and the students and alumni
scattered across the country and the world,"
claiming that we all gave, a sigh cat relief upon
the resignation of President Pierce. This act
alone makes me embarrassed to think that he
will graduate with the same degree that I possess from an institution that holds personal
integrity in highest honor. As one of the alumni
that Mr. Notrica referenced, I feel obligated to
speak for myself.
Despite the misleading title of his article, Mr.
Notrica spent the bulk of his piece bashing
President Pierce under the guise of praising her
successor. Mr. Notrica's primary assertion is
that President Pierce was distanced and
unavailable to the student body. While I fully
respect the role of opinions articles, I question
Mr. Notrica's intentions and I strongly recommend that he check his facts before flitting
around, spewing falsehoods. During the four
See LETTERS, page 6

Thanksgiving leftovers.
I

No journalism class at LIPS.

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication: Letters must be signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no
later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be e-mailed to trailOups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox
1095.
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Letters
years I spent at Puget Sound, I
regularly found myself standing
next to President Pierce in line at
the café and sitting at the next
table over from her and her husband while dining in the
Rotunda. She never hesitated to
address me by name when I
passed her in Jones Circle: And I
found myself at dinner in her
house on more than one occasion.
Clearly, my experience is only the
account of one student, but all of
the things I've listed above are
indicative of an administrator
who made herself incredibly
available and her accessibility
visible.
In all of his attacks, Mr.
Notrica does give President
Pierce credit for being a "great
business president." However,
his ill will and misinformation
bleed through before the sentence
is finished when he goes on to say
"the student body was not her
business." I would like to remind
Mr. Notrica that the fine institution of which he is privileged to
be a part exists in its present
stature largely because of
President Pierce's hard work and

h

s your

A Home 0

long-term dedication. The student body continues to benefit
every day from the fruits of our
past President's business savvy.
I found Mr. Notrica's article
incredibly offensive, irresponsible, ignorant, and above all,
unnecessary. If his intent was to
honor the actions of Puget
Sound's new president, he
missed the mark. By all reports, it
sounds like my alma mater is
lucky to have President Thomas
on board. But it is crucial to note
that we can give praise and
respect to our new lead, without
dishonoring the accomplishments of those who have come
before him.
—Jolie Harris '02

Article's praise for
Thomas is nothing
more than an
attack on Pierce
To the editor:
Although I have numerous
problems with Blaire Notrica's
"UPS president is better than you

yoa:

tvil

think" article, my largest concern
is that it ultimately ended up
being nothing but a personal
attack on former UPS president
Susan Resneck Pierce.
Honestly, I'm a little confused
as to why Mr. Notrica felt compelled to write the article in the
first place. Although it seems that
he primarily intends to defend
President Ron Thomas, I'm not
sure such a defense is needed. In
all my discussions with current
students, staff, and faculty, I've
heard nothing but praise for
President Thomas. This "Why
then are students so hard on the
Prez?" question that Mr. Notrica
asks seems irrelevant, but apparently he's heard otherwise.
Granted, I'm not on campus to
hear absolutely everyone's opinion, but Mr. Notrica's only evidence that people hate Thomas
seems to be "students selfishly
promot(ing) their agendas" at
various forums and discussions.
This hardly sounds like people
hating the new president — it
sounds like typical UPS students.
No matter who is in charge —
Pierce or Thomas — students are

going to have some resentment
and/or suspicion toward authority. I don't think this behavior is
unique to UPS, either — I think
it's generally the way people
have been since, at least, the '60s
and the Vietnam War. I think it's
healthy, so long as it is constructive and not mean-spirited:
Instead of pointing that out or
critiquing that behavior, however,
Mr. Notrica feels the need to bully
the former president — as if he
didn't get enough chances while
she was around and still has
anger to get out of his system.
He can't even muster enough
respect to avoid calling her
names. Rather than constructively criticizing policy decisions he
disagreed with, he resorts to belittling her by calling her patronizing names and sarcastically
adding "dear" before a number of
references.
Similarly, I would expect Mr.
Notrica to show a little respect for
President Thomas, the man he
admires and praises so much.
Even if the two are great friends, I
and it extremely disrespectful to
refer to the new president, espe-

A good way to oar s a a
7%
D. Good for the environment.

cially in such a sardonic article, as
"Ronnie T."
Attacking one's character — or
even referring to them mockingly
— while powerful, appeals only
to emotions and does nothing to
advance one's argument or make
a real point.
I believe he uses this tactic
because the main argument he
seems to have against Pierce is
rather weak. Mr. Notrica's overgeneralized claim that "it was
unheard of two years ago to think
of the president attending campus events" is flat-out incorrect.
Not only did I run into President
Pierce working out in the gym on
more than one occasion, I can also
remember a number of events
that Pierce attended —everything
from concerts to lectures to plays
to open discussions.
Ultimately, it seems to me that
Mr. Notrica, more than anyone
else, has trouble with some "postSRP hatred" that he can't seem to
let go of because she wasn't flattered by his costume choice last
Halloween.
—Jason Ronbeck, '03
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It's time for real conversation
about Middle East conflicts
Israeli Consul-General
glosses over details
By Steven Neshyba

Guest Writer

•
•
•
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•
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I write in response to the talk by
Yossi Amrani, Israeli Consul-General,
at UPS on Thursday Nov. 6, 2003.
In his presentation at the Trimble Forum earlier this
month, Israeli Consul-General Yossi Amrani presented a
familiar story about Israel and the Middle East. To summarize Mr. Amrani's version of this story, Israel is seen as
taking the lead role in a global war against terror, a conflict to which civilized countries are only lately realizing
their vulnerability. The Israel-Palestine conflict is just a
regional manifestation of this war.
It's a tidy story until one considers the details.
Take, for example, Mr. Amrani's statement that the
land of Israel was "empty" before Jews arrived. Although
once widely promoted, this claim is now rightfully and
utterly discredited — by Israeli historians, among others.
To cite just a little data, by June 1948, UN mediator Count
Folke Bernadotte had reported the expulsion of half a million Palestinian refugees from the nascent state of Israel;
others put the total even higher. .The policy of expulsion
was put plainly by Yosef Weitz in 1940: "The only solution
is to transfer the Arabs from here to neighbouring countries. Not a single village or a single tribe must be left."
This was Mr. Amrani's most stunning fraud. Others
were more subtle. Take, for example, his portrayal of the
Clinton/Barak/Arafat negotiations at Camp David. The
claim that Palestinians were offered "97 percent of the
land" during these negotiations has been widely promoted for some time. But it is a fraud — the actual figure is
only about 80 percent. How so? Barak excluded ten percent of the West Bank (as defined under the existing Oslo
accords) which was to be annexed to Israel. Another ten
percent would remain indefinitely under Israeli military
control.
Mr. Amrani's misrepresentations didn't stop there.
When he stated that "80 percent of the settlements would
be dismantled," one might have thought that meant 80
percent of Jewish settlers would leave. Not so. The populous settlements would stay, the one-family trailers would
go, so that in all, only one-third of all settlers would have
to move out.
Perhaps the most significant fraud was one of context.
The gap between what Barak said in negotiations behind
closed doors and what he was able to sell to the Israeli
public became so great that it was impossible for him to
make any offer at all. In the words of Clinton aide Robert
Malley, "strictly speaking, .there never was an Israeli
offer" at Camp David. So when Mr, Amrani referred to
"Barak's generous offer" he didn't mean for us to understand a literal offer that somebody could read, but rather,
at best, an undeliverable virtual offer that was never actually made.
On the subject of Olympia native Rachel Corrie, Mr.
Amrani said there was a simple explanation for her death:
the driver of the bulldozer that killed her did not see her
because of "technical vision problems." He didn't mention how that conclusion squared with eyewitness
accounts to the contrary. But in an exchange I found even
more astonishing, Mr. Amrani went on to discredit the
movement of which Corrie was a part, the International
Solidarity Movement. The ISM is dedicated to nonviolent
opposition to the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza. And yet, Mr. Amrani wondered, why it is that ISM
volunteers "never ride an Israeli bus or go to an Israeli
pizzeria?" I responded that I know numerous ISM volunteers, and can say for a fact that they do ride Israeli buses
and eat at Israeli restaurants. Mr. Amrani responded, "I
follow the correspondence and know they have not done
so." What correspondence might that be? I would have
been happy, had the format allowed, to share the email
from ISM volunteer Sam Tsohonis, describing his visit to
a restaurant in Jerusalem and his long conversation with
its Israeli customers about the occupation, or the bar near
Jaffa Road at which ISM volunteer Lucas Claussen had a
long conversation with numerous Israelis.
Mr. Amrani's apparent familiarity with the ISM made
his next statement even more astonishing. The question
was asked, why have Palestinians not chosen nonviolent
resistance to the occupation? He should have answered
that ISM is such a movement, one that more people
should know about and endorse. ISM cofounder Ghassan
Andoni, a Palestinian from Beit Sahour, has been involved
in nonviolent resistance to the occupation for over a
decade. At a Tacoma church last year, Andoni described
these activities at length, including a detailed account of
Israeli opposition to this form of resistance. Instead, Mr.
Amrani denied any such movement exists. Why would he
make a claim that is so easily shown to be false? I can only
speculate that it is better for an Israeli official to be found

telling an untruth than it is for him to
publicly acknowledge the existence of
A
something as potentially powerful as
Ghandi-style
resistance to the occupachemist's
tion.
view
Mr. Amrani cast Israel in the role of
victim. Such rhetoric is unworthy of a
spokesperson of any sovereign state,
and completely out of touch with regional military reality, i.e., the overwhelming superiority of Israeli armed
forces, which now includes submarine-deployed, nuclear
weapons. So when Mr. Amrani said, "Israel is forced to
build the separation fence as a method of countering
Palestinian rejectionism," we should replace the phrase
"is forced" by "chooses." And how shall we interpret a
statement like; "Israel may find itself having to make a
unilateral decision regarding the Palestinian issue"? First,
we should understand this to mean that Israel may
choose to make this decision. Second, we should be worried about what it means. Exactly what will this unilateral decision be? Killing Arafat? Wholesale ethnic cleansing
of Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza? If you think
the latter is impossible, you have not been following
Israeli politics closely enough.
Regarding Mr. Amrani's main message — that Israel is
at the forefront of the war on global terror — I can recall
no serious evidence regarding, say, a Palestinian factor in
9-11. Nor did he claim any credible connection between
Palestinians and al-Qaeda (though others have attempted
to do so).
So where does this leave us? Mr. Amrani made a good
point, that extremism on both sides only makes the conflict worse. But I wish he had gone on to describe the
many movements afoot that point away from violence,
fostered by people who are extremists only in their vision
and courage. He could have shared with us testimonies of
the brave young Israeli conscripts standing trial this
month in Tel Aviv for refusing to serve in the military on
grounds that the occupation is wrong. He could have told
us about the Air Force pilots who have denounced as
"immoral" the military's use of heavy firepower in civilian areas. He could have prepared for us statements like
the one made this week by four former security chiefs of
Shin Bet (the Israeli equivalent of the FBI), denouncing
"virtually every major military and political tactic of the
Sharon administration" as ineffective and immoral, or
that given by Avraham Shalom, who said, "we must once
and for all admit that there is another side, that it has feelings and that it is suffering, and that we are behaving disgracefully." These movements will eventually lead to a
just peace for Israelis and Palestinians — but Americans
need to know about them in order to support them. So
Mr. Arnrani's talk was good in a way. Now that he has
shown us how not to talk about the Middle East, maybe
we're ready to have a serious conversation.

Steven Neshyba is a chemistry professor who dabbles in
Middle Eastern affairs.

Submit guest columns to
trailops@ups.edu
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What type of underwear
do you prefer?

"Wanna see?"
Ashley EagleGibbs
Senior

"Clean."
John Moore
Junior

"Freestyle."
John Ahrens
Freshman

"None."
Kendra Lobes
Sophomore

THE

"Superman
boxers."
Jon Anscher
Senior

Thanksgiving hours — We will close on Wednesday,
November 17 at 8pm and will open again on Monday,
November 25th at 11am. So, the Cellar will be closed during Thanksgiving break.
New organic food section
Soy yogurt (peach, strawberry, blueberry and raspberry)
Columbia Gorge Organic smoothies
Wildwood soy smoothies
Happy Planet organic juices
Nana Rose's Natural Blackberry Cobbler Bar and
Chocolate Walnut Cobbler bar
Silk Chocolate and Regular Soy Milk
Vegetarian Neato Burritos
Middle Eastern Karan's Falafil
Tibetan Style Red Lentil Dal
Pico de Gallo
Tandoori Thai
Senor Felix's Black bean and jack cheese

"Faux Fur."
Emily EhrlichGruber
Senior

The Campus Pulse is by Kat Griffin, who has been seen
in a lacy thong.
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Returning
Men

By Doug Sprague
Sports Editor

Vincent Buehler

Aubrey Shelton

Zack McVey
ptig, k;.t•
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"I don't think that there is a team in the country that we can't
beat."
This is not the thought of a coach who is worried about how
he is going to integrate seven new freshmen into his team, but
then again, men's head basketball coach Eric Bridgeland is not
one to worry. These also are not the words of a senior guard
who is afraid that his final collegiate season will be a failure, but
with Puget Sound's top four scorers returning, Mario Mendoza
has no reason to fret.
These are the words of two people who believe that the UPS
men's basketball program is about to ascend to another level.
Bridgeland is excited to see what his team, which was
ranked No. 2 in the NWC preseason coaches' poll, can do. In his
first two seasons Bridgeland's teams ran three and four guard
offenses that made up for a lack of size and talent by running
the floor and shooting more three pointers than just about anyone else in the country. So now that Bridgeland has the players
and the talent to compete every night, is he going to slow down
the pace and play more conservatively?
"It will be the same style," he said. "Except you'll see more
threes. I think we'll average 90-95 points per' game this year, if
not more."
Obviously not. But why would he? The team returns all five
starters from last season — guards Matt Glynn, Mario Mendoza
and Chase Curtiss and forwards Aubrey Shelton and Zack
McVey. Glynn, the team's offensive catalyst, was fourth in the
conference in scoring last season at 17.8 points per game and led
the team in scoring, assists and three point attempts. Shelton
was the team's second leading scorer at 12.2 per game and also
led the team in rebounds with 4.8 per game. Mendoza led the
team in free throw percentage and was a menacing presence on
defense.
With the sophomores Curtiss and McVey — who were third
and fourth on the team in scoring last season — ready to make
even more of a contribution this season, and three of the freshmen ready to make an immediate impact, Bridgeland does not
expect the senior Glynn and the junior Shelton to shoulder "as
much of a burden on offense this season.
"I really think that we have eight legitimate starters, so
(Glynn and Shelton's) job will be as much as leaders as anything else," he said.
Mendoza believes that he and his fellow senior are ready to
fill the leadership role. "For Glynn and I it's our last year, so
there's a sense of urgency there more so than with the other
players."
So what about the freshman?
Bridgeland and his staff have focused on recruiting athletes
who can do multiple things well. Not only is this true with the
veterans like Glynn and Shelton — who can shoot, drive and

pass — but it is especially true with the incoming
freshman. Guard Stephen Chang was voted Player of
the Year in his division in California. Josh Akwenuke was
the no. 2 rated wing in all of Oregon last year — behind
Thomas Gardener, who is now a Missouri Tiger. Topping off the
list is guard Jeremy Cross, a dominant player who Bridgeland
thinks is the best freshman in the country.
"He's special," Bridgeland said. "He's probably the most talented freshman I've recruited, he can do everything."
This leads us to an obvious question — if these guys are so
good, why are they turning down Division I and II schools to
come to a small Division In school? There are several reasons —
education, the UPS facilities and campus, as well as personal
interaction.
"We try to treat them special," Bridgeland said. "If we hadn't started relationships with these guys, they'd never be here."
Let us not underestimate the role that a fast-paced offense
and trips to the Bahamas and Hawaii play in people's decisions.
"We get up and down the court," Mendoza said. "We're like
an NBA team ... We run and gun a lot."
Puget Sound starts its season this weekend with the Logger
Tip-Off Classic at Memorial Fieldhouse. Tonight they will play
Bethany College at 8:00 p.m. and will face off on Nov. 22 against
powerhouse Wisconsin-River Falls. The Falcons will present an
enormous challenge in the 6-foot-8, 225-pound person of
Division III preseason Player of the Year Rich Melzer, who averaged 28.1 points and 9.7 rebounds per game last season.
Regardless of whom they're playing, the Loggers will not
back down.
"I guarantee that nobody will play harder than us,"
Bridgeland said. While he may not be promising a championship, he is promising highly entertaining basketball.
"Especially for anyone who likes steals and dunks and
threes," he said. "That's fun."

• Doug Sprague
doesn't like "Sex
and the City" but
he knows someone
who does.
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players Matt Glynn and Lindsey May pdcti
hard in hopes for a great year.
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By John Dugan

Assistant Sports Editor
"Youth" is the key word for the women's basketball team
this year. Much like the Thanksgiving dinner most people will
enjoy next week, youth will be served in heaping portions for
the Loggers, as they welcome seven newcomers to their roster.
In the ultra-competitive Northwest Conference, where at least
five different teams have legitimate shots at the title, will this
youthful exuberance spark UPS victory, or will it be a season
of learning by loss?
"It's been really hard with all the rookies," Loggers
coach Suzy Barcomb said. "They don't know our
schemes, on offense or defense, and they have been
so overwhelmed. We need our leadership to step up,
big time."
Barcomb hopes that leadership will come from her
three returning starters, who might be called "crafty
veterans" on this freshman-heavy squad. Guards
Sarah Carnahan and Kilty Keaton will look to light up
the scoreboard with their deep shooting range, while First Team AllConference post player Lindsay
May looks to dominate the
paint.
and
"(Keaton
Carnahan) can provide
some outside scoring,
and help take the pressure off me," May said.
Keaton and Carnahan will
also be expected to keep
up with the lightningquick guards from
Whitworth, the reigning
league champs and preseason coaches' pick to
finish second. The
Pirates aren't the only
threat awaiting the
Loggers, though.
"Games with PLU are
always physical,"
Barcomb said. "We pride
ourselves on blue-collar
defense, and that will be
tested." The job of defending the Lutes' deadliest
weapon, 6'3" post
Courtney Johnson, will
fall to May, who knows
the tall task ahead of her.
"She's a monster,"

May said. "She's a huge post threat, and I have to be ready for
that."
While having May, Carnahan and Keaton returning makes
the Loggers as dangerous as any team in the conference, they
still have a massive void to fill: the combined 23.1 points, 12.4
rebounds, 4.4 assists and 4.0 steals per game from departed
starters Allison McCurdy and Lucy Wilson. The Loggers will
look for big contributions from four new freshmen, as well as
two transfers, but the best options to fill those big shoes have
been on the team for quite some time.
"(Guard) Jen McCluen has been a bench player for three
years, and she's earned her starting spot as a senior,"Barcomb
said. "I think she'll surprise a few people. And (post) Angie
Straw, who transferred here before last year, will come up big."
McCluen and Straw, both seniors, combined for 8.7 points per
game last year, but will need to significantly improve that
number this season if the Loggers hope to contend.
"If we want to show well, we need to have four players in
double digits (scoring) every night," Barcomb said. That
means McCluen will have to hit her lethal midrange jumper at
a high clip, while Straw will need to continue to shoot
upwards of 46 percent.
Tabbed to finish fifth in the conference before last season,
the Loggers surprised everyone by tying for second, losing in
the playoffs to PLU on a last-second shot in overtime. This
year they hope to exceed expectations once again, as they are
picked to finish fourth overall, behind PLU, Whitworth and
George Fox (with their deadly •three-point shooters).'
"Last year, we won a lot of games on pure heart," Barcomb
said. "You can't measure heart. We'll have that going for us all
year."
A lot of that heart and energy will come from the Logger
freshmen. Posts Jessica Roberts, Britte Ginty and Amy
Hightower will provide some much-needed size off the bench,
while guard Shelby Ramirez will be expected to impugn some
immediate scoring with her three-point range. The Loggers'
season will hinge on the performance of these rookies, all of
whom will play major minutes. Whether the youngsters have
the moxie to come through in the clutch will be seen throughout the year, as UPS guns for its second conference championship.

• John Dugan has not received any responses to his Faces of The
Trail ad. Ladies? Anyone?

Game Schedules
Men's Basketball:
Fri. 8. pm
UPS vs. Bethany
Sat. 8 pm
UPS vs. U. Wisc River
Falls

Women's Basketball:
Fri. 6 pm
UPS vs. Colorado Coll.
Sat. 6 pm
UPS vs. St. Mary's

omen's Stalls
Record:19-7 (12-4 conference)

3-pt Field Go
36°A

$

Rebounds'
3

Assists
14.1

Turnovers.
18

Field Goa,,,17(,,,
42.6cY

Steals,
10

Bloc
2

Angie Straw
photos courtesy of ups.ectu
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Well Fed & Well Read: Take a
Walk to the Rosewood Cafe

Arts 'explode' at UPS

By Darcy Scott

A&E Writer

•

By Ashley Lauth

A&E Writer
Everyone needs a place they call home; a
place where everyone knows your name,
where the food is mom's cooking, the company is relaxing — a place to just be yourself.
While at college, sometimes it is hard to recreate what we love so much about our homes,
literary
and especially during the holiday season, we
spice
take a taste of familiarity whenever we can get
it. Therefore, Well Fed and Well Read presents
girls
its final column before the holidays as a tribute
to home cooking and that warm feeling inside
when everything is just going your way.
May we suggest the Rosewood Café to become your home away from
home. This fabulous little café just celebrated its three-month anniversary,
and owner/operator Barry Watson could not be more pleased with the
results. It is a rare and pleasant occasion when you walk into a restaurant
and feel genuinely welcomed; the staff treats the diners with an extra special
flare making even the most Grinchly characters' hearts grow three sizes. But
it does not stop there; throughout our meal, Watson talked personally to
everyone who ate at the café, inquiring of some, joking with others, and all
in all, making the atmosphere glow with familiarity.
If you are unconvinced of the smile that the Rosewood Café will glue on
your face, certainly it and the combination of Bill Bryson's "A Walk in the
Woods" will cure even the worst case of the end-of-semester blues. This
novel follows the adventures of Bryson and his overweight and out of shape
travel companion on a trek along the Appalachian Trail. This book will
make you reflect on the wonders of nature, the perfection of the world and
make you laugh until your stomach hurts!
The two men in "A Walk in the Woods" learn to appreciate what they left
behind in civilization ... especially food. They spend much of their days
dreaming about all the food they love ... while drinking coffee filtered with
toilet paper! The opposite will happen when you visit the Rosewood Café:
you will dream of wilderness adventure while you comfortably sip your
choice of beverage, and munch on something delicious.
We recommend any of the sandwiches; they are scrumptious and generous. The Foccacia Club ($8) is definitely worth the price. This grilled foccacia bread smothered with black forest ham, roast turkey, sharp cheddar,
havarti, lettuce, tomato and red onion is sure to make your taste buds sing.
If you are more of a brie lover, try the Ham and Brie Sandwich ($7) with its
thinly sliced ham and creamy brie served
with warm tomato, fresh lettuce and red
onion on peasant bread. The third recommendation we have is the special, so hurry
before it changes: the Chicken Cream Cheese
Cranberry Sandwich with red onion ($8).
We also sampled the Vegetarian Soup
(cup for $3) which was hearty and packed
with a delicious variety of vegetables. They
also were offering a home cooked Split Pea
and Ham Soup that sounded wonderful.
The Rosewood Café is exactly what the
characters of "A Walk in the Woods"
dreamed about everyday of their adventure.
However, their obsession with food did not
detract from their appreciation of the
Appalachian Trail. The descriptions of its
Photo courtesy www.amazon.com
vast beauty; the seclusion from the busy
world and the peacefulness and pride of
using only your own energy and motivation to walk approximately 2,150
miles from Georgia to Maine are inspirational and wondrous. This book will
invigorate even the most sedentary soul and be the spark that sends you
through the woods, or maybe just on an adventure in Point Defiance Park.
If a trek though the woods is not in your near plans, perhaps a walk to
26th Street is more reasonable. The Rosewood Cafe is just a short walk from
campus at 3323 North 26th Street. Inside the hanging art changes periodically, but currently, the Rosewood Café features Katy Keefe and Scott
Gruber. Gruber is a local Tacoma artist, and
Keefe is a senior Studio Art major at UPS.
The Rosewood Café is excited to support
UPS and is very connected to the Logger
community. Not only does the Rosewood
Café feature student artwork and student
employees — next year, the café is planning
on sponsoring a UPS women's sports team.
The Rosewood Café is a savory find
dose to campus; the food, company and
atmosphere will not, disappoint you.
Hours for the café are Tuesday and
Wednesday 12-8 p.m., Thursday through
Saturday 12-9 p.m., closed Sunday and
Monday. Give this little restaurant a try and
you will walk away with a smile. To
enhance the Rosewood Café induced grin,
do not forget Bill Bryson's "A Walk in the
Woods." This funny and heartwarming tale
is a must read for hikers and non-hikers
alike. It would be a perfect holiday gift for
anyone, or a special prefinals gift to yourself. Enjoy!

It had a rough, uncertain conception. Yet the brainchild of junior
Ryan Cunningham and senior
Travis Thomas is on its feet and
sprinting. It began when the two
realized that something grand and
far-reaching had to be produced.
Thomas and Cunningham saw that
each band event attracted an audience, but they were limited to those
who knew the band or who specifically liked the music performed.
Clearly the shows were just too
small.
With KUPS behind them,
Thomas and Cunningham decided
to create a confluence of the various
Photo courtesy rockyvotolato.com
student bands and gather a larger
GONNA FLY NOW—Guitarist/singer Rocky Votolato will
attendance. KUPS proposed the
be among the artists performing at the Explosion of the Arts.
idea to ASUPS and received' the
funding that gave them the boost to
hopes that this will motivate others to explore
start. The objective then became to showcase
as many art forms as possible. "The goal is to photography. Photo Services plans to exhibit
expose art to the campus and to bring people black & white and color photos of various subtogether," Cunningham said. KUPS began to jects in Marshall Hall and the adjacent corridor.
CHispa will be performing dramatic monoform the event by inviting other clubs to particlogues from the previous two Migration
ipate with contributions of film, photography,
Monologues as a way to spread the word about
poetry and cultural awareness.
the Migration Monologues and give people a
Specific clubs are involved such as Drum
CORE, Sisi Tup.o Pamoja '(Africa Club) and taste of what they do annually every spring,
KUPS who will be having an airband competi- according to junior Chai Blair-Stahn. He adds
tion. CMN will be showcasing campus that CHispA hopes to "spread the learning and
understanding of a wide variety of cultures
acoustic artists featuring Daniel Corral,
Confound Delivery, Candlelight Opera and and peoples as well as to encourage individuTwo Weeks Under. The main attraction of the als to take pride in their heritage and comevening are the performances by local profes- memorate their ancestors." The majority of the
sional artists Pedro the Lion, Rocky Votolato, monologues are written by students and touch
these personal stories with a creative aspect,
Binary Apparition and Eyes of Autumn.
Crosscurrents is holding a poetry slam to allowing the shaping of individual interpretainspire creative writing and a greater apprecia- tions and depictions of these journeys.
Praxis Imago will be featuring student films.
tion thereof. Junior Spencer Cushing of
They
will be showcasing all sorts of various
Crosscurrents added, "Creative expression
student
short works including recent work that
doesn't have to be just a book with some words
has
been
created since the inception of Praxis
in it. You can take those words and have a verImago
and
old Foolish Pleasure material dating
bal competition." According to Cushing, it will
back to the 1980s. The idea is to expose stube a good chance for an author to interact with
dents to new films and old favorites. Senior
an audience and get an immediate and honest
Nik
Perleros hopes that this will introduce
response.
more
films to more people and hence, create
Explosion of the Arts was a wonderful
more
interest
in student films.
opportunity to make the slam a reality and to
The overall hope of all those who are partictake advantage of funding. The poetry has no
ipating and contributing to the Explosion of the
format or subject-matter requirements.
Arts is that it becomes an annual event and that
Cushing says that a large part of the reading
will be vocal appreciation. For the last round, it expands. All people involved feel passionatefinalists will be given twenty minutes to write a ly about spreading art awareness on campus.
poem to be the last reading. The winner will Perleros would "like to see in future years more
open for a professional slam poetry reading put involvement of students in the actual production rather than just viewing the media." On
on later by Cushing and Hubbs.
Photo Services will be exhibiting student top of that, everything is free. KUPS made sure
photography. Senior Katie Deremigio stated that access to the Explosion would be as easy
and inviting as possible (the only exception
that "The media festival is a good outlet for stubeing
$4 for the evening show). With the extendent work and an effective to generate interest
sive
display
of art and the exposition of good
in the various medium on campus." At least
one piece of work from each of the photogra- music, the Explosion of the Arts is surely going
to open many eyes and moreover, going to be
phers in Photo Services will be featured in the
display. Including everyone regardless of skill fantastic entertainment.
was a crucial element, says Deremigio. She

•

•

•

•
•

Ashley comes through in clutch situations.

TRAFFIC TICKET DEFENSE
Avoid Costly Fines and Increas
Insurance Premiums
Keep -the Citation off Your Driving R
Free Consultation, Student Discounts
Will Defend Cases in the TacomaSeattle-Olympia-Peninsula Regions
Defense of Other Driving-Related
Offenses (DUI, DWLS, etc.)

Of course when Darcy is not out hiking and
getting in touch with nature, she can be spotted
cruising around Tacoma in her new set of
wheels.

Lai, Office of Michael S. Prince

Call (253) 905-7579
mill-ince 1 tw@yahoocorn
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Leibovitz photography exhibit showcases musicians
010

6

Photo courtesy temple.edu/photo/photographers/leibovitz

ON A MISSION FROM GOD—Annie Leibovitz's pho-

tography exhibit at the Experience Music Project in Seattle
displays displays her collection titled "American Music."
By Kat Griffin

A&E Writer
Anyone can press a button on a camera and take pictures, but to take pictures like Annie Leibovitz is true
genius. Leibovitz, whose newest exhibit has opened at
Experience Music Project (EMP) in Seattle, shows off her
photography skills in a collection titled "American
Music," which showcases more than sixty portraits of
famous musicians and then small-town local artists.
Leibovitz got her start in photography with "Rolling
Stone" magazine two decades ago. Since then, she has
photographed covers for "Vogue" and "Vanity Fair" and

has had multiple exhibits across the nation.
country. The musicians are
Walking into EMP is an experience in itself. Designed young and old and show
by famed architect Frank Gehry, the building is a curving
all wrinkles, but the passwirl of metal and bright colors. The second floor showsion for music is evident in
cases an amazing ceiling tall swirl of every possible guitar
their eyes. Leibovitz has
you can imagine. A room on the second floor houses
photographed popular
Leibovitz's portraits, which are in direct contrast to the
artists and icons of music
rest of the museum. The walls are white and many of the
such as Willie Nelson, B.B
portraits are black and white and poster sized if not larg- King, Aretha Franklin,
er. The feeling is much more intimate than the rest of the
Bruce Springsteen and Etta
museum which feels large and endless.
James. There are more conIn her portraits Leibovitz captures intimate moments
temporary musical artists
that do not feel posed or airbrushed. All blemishes are
such as Missy Elliot and
shown and there are no 'wind machines. The artists are
Em inem.
often shot in their homes, dressing rooms or even in their
If you pick up an audio
Photo courtesy temple.edu/photo/phocars. Sometimes the background is more interesting in the
guide, you can hear
tograghers/leiboitz
photograph than the person since it shows small details of Leibovitz give an audio
ALL YOU NEED IS
the musician's life. Leibovitz is not perfect in her photogtour of the photographs.
LOVE—And 35 mm film.
raphy either. There is more than one photograph that has
This adds a certain element
an artist with their eyes closed. Rather than choosing to the exhibit as if she is
another photograph to exhibit, Leibovitz leaves this in to having a conversation with you, explaining a story behind
suggest a level of authenticity and substance to her photo- her subject as well as other influences or other small
graphs.
details. Also on the audiotape are music clips of the feaMany of her pictures have a sense that the photograph - tured subjects, which help place you in the context of the
was not intended. Rather, Leibovitz just happened to
music they produce and for what audience.
show up with a camara when an artist was taking a break
This exhibit coincides with the release Leibovitz's new
or was in the middle of a rehearsal and she just happened
book, "American Music," featuring many of the phototo take a picture at the right moment.
graphs in the exhibit.
It is this quality of her work that I enjoy the most.
"American Music" is an exhibition, which brings
Rather than photographs, which are airbrushed or perfect
together the two senses with hearing and sight. There is
in every detail, Leibovitz is intimate with her subject and
almost a musical melody to the flow of Leibovitz's photoher camera. She has a certain trust between herself and
graphs. It is an exhibition, which celebrates music and the
the musician; they have opened up to her on film.
people who continue to bring music to us. It is well worth
Perhaps more interesting are her photographs of musi- seeing if you are a lover of photography, music or both.
cians not known by the general public but heroes in their
Kat Griffin is tickled pink about her shoes.
own hometowns. Leibovitz photographs many from the
rural south exploring the genres of blues, gospel, jazz and

Crossover artists blur boundaries, lowering artistic standards
that, Hulk Hogan!
The fact that an album such as this exists, is commissioned and now is getting press coverage speaks to the
It marks a true act of desperation when a professional larger issue of the crossover artist and the public's seemwrestler decides to release an album. But this is exactly ingly unquenchable interest in them. Crossover artists are
those artists who gain success in one popular medium
what Macho Man Randy Savage (Oh yeaaaaah!!) has done
with his new release "Be a Man." I don't know what's (music, film, etc.) and for personal or business motives,
funnier — that the washed up professional Wrestler's
include or move to another medium. Such artists have
existed ever since art has been marketable (Beethoven
album was actually released, or that record executives
might be considered a rather successful example; he saw
somewhere actually thought there was a market for his
machismo rap-rock crap.
opera as a business opportunity) and have not been
Regardless, the title of the album says it all: Be a man!
unsuccessful in all cases. Lately, though, it seems there has
According to the Macho Man, this involves such activities
been a surge of such artists as companies aim to maximize
as grunting, saying his tag line and making countless ref- profit gained through the exploitation of celebrity.
erences to Hulk Hogan's effeminacy. The mere fact that a
Such trends have produced a number of failures, most
rivalry still exists between the two incites laughter. And recently Macho Man Randy Savage's disgraceful attempt,
then there are the lyrics, such gems as "Hollywood which follows the precedent set by Hulk Hogan's 1995
Hulkster you're at the end of your rope / And I'm a kick release, "Hulk Rules." You can imagine how well that
ya in the butt and wash your mouth out with soap." Take
album was received. Another such failure has been Keanu
Reeves' involvement in the band
"Dogstar," where he plays bass. West
Word reviewed the group as "unimaginative, unimportant–un-everything."
Despite the harsh assessment, the
reviewer points out that she still goes to
see "Dogstar" when they come to town,
"happily tolerating every minute of it."
The success of crossover artists is based
largely on crossover fans — fans that are
4A,11411, SO
St2S
attracted by the idea of celebrity, not by
his or her art.
SatiSuo:A136, 2:34,4A
Other crossover artists seem to have
found a niche when their new medium
becomes an extension of their primary
medium. "Andy Dick and the Bitches of
the Century" is a band formed as an
extension of his comedic persona, in
which the songs are well crafted and
(it)
poignant in some cases, but clearly
tal, SA, DM
intended to be funny. Perhaps the most
Sat/Sun:AMO, 2315, 4:34,901
successful example of this type of
crossover artist is Jack Black's success
with his band "Tenacious D." Needless
to say, the group has become nothing
less than a cultural phenomena, serving
Bat 5:40,115, 9:15 ,
as a separate musical act, and function50
ing to support his popularity as an actor.
Sat/Sunt AttB, 2.145,
Another succesful genre of crossover
artists is the group of Latin crossover
musicians, including most notably
Gloria Estefan, Ricky Martin, Jennifer
with
Tickets areour$435
Lopez, Enrique Inglesias and Shakira.
current student ID!
While these artists don't actually change
mediums of art, they blend two different
styles of music — as a result, the "Latin
Explosion" has proved to be very profitable for the music industry. This is
partly because the artistic integrity of
606 Fawcett Ave1253-593-44741grandcinema.com
By Tim Baars

A&E Writer
.

•
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cinema

Photo courtesy www.machoman.com

MACHO, MACHO MAN–Macho Man Randy Savage, a

professional wrestler, recently released the CD "Be a Man."
the music, from its older forms within two cultures to
what it amounts to now, has been preserved. The blending of two musical traditions is cause for tensions, though,
as artists are sometimes charged with forsaking their heritage, or becoming more influenced by one tradition than
the other. Those who are able to find a suitable balance
(e.g. Gloria Estefan) are typically the ones with the most
success.
The idea of the crossover artist applies to other arenas
of American culture as well. An unusually relevant example is the recent election of Governor Arnold
Schwareneggar, perhaps one of the most successful
crossover "artists" to date. He first became successful as a
body builder, and then crossed into the medium of film.
His popularity continued to rise, and now he has pooled
it in a successful bid for governor. Most experts would
agree he never would have won a normal election, but his
campaign, despite failing to define a strong political identity and numerous "Terminator" references, was successful, suggesting that his bid was primarily based on his
celebrity.
Despite the success or failure of crossover artists, they
remain strangely intriguing to the general population.
Though we know that they might be terrible at what they
are doing, we are attracted to the prospect of the celebrity,
as a new medium of art gives the audience an opportunity to see the artist outside of normal conditions and with a
certain degree of - candidness. Music industry executives
have long known this and, I suspect, agree with the notion
that some acts are truly ridiculous; profit is the bottom
line, though, and such acts will exist as long as even the
most washed-up and tired professional wrestlers can
attract attention and sell albums.

Tim Baars is Roy Lin.
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Namco's "Soul Calibur II"
introduces 15 new players
By Matt Bettelman

the Trail

Former 'Real World'er
creates philanthropies
By Kathleen Sullivan

A&E Writer

A&E Editor

On Sept. 9, 1999, Sega unleashed its next generation gaming console on the
American public. On that day, Sega did enormous business, raking in just under $100
million in a 24-hour period. The Dreamcast was never truly able to keep its day — one
success rolling, and the system suffered an untimely death in March of 2001. But the
feat Sega accomplished with the launch of Dreamcast is one that will not be soon forgotten. In addition to a solid first-party lineup, and an aggressive marketing campaign,
Dreamcast's day — one triumph can in no small part be attributed to the presence of a
single game amidst a launch lineup 30 strong. I am speaking of none other than
Namco's seminal 3 — D. weapon's based fighter, Soul Calibur.
Upon its release, Soul Calibur was heralded by every major gaming publication
around the world as being the most technically impressive fighting game ever constructed. Soul Calibur boasted the. deepest, yet somehow, most intuitive gameplay
engine ever seen in a fighting game. Even more impressive were the game's visuals
that were not only unmatched, but also utterly unfathomable at the time the game was
released. Now, nearly four years since Soul Calibur's induction, its successor is poised
and ready to claim the throne. Would Namco buckle under the pressure of the astronomically high expectations the gaming public held for the sequel to the best fighting
game of all time, or would their sophomore outing arouse a repeat performance?
To answer this question, I'll put it to you simply: Soul Calibur II does not initially
impress the way its groundbreaking predecessor did in the dawning of the 128-bit era.
Don't take this the wrong way, Soul Calibur II is an amazing fighting game, and a no
questions asked pick-up for any of you
fisticuff fanatics out there. It's just that
number II's polish somehow doesn't shine
as brightly as the first's. Because the
sequel is little more than a highly refined
version of Soul Calibur (replete with spiffier graphics, more weapons, more characters, and really just more of everything you
liked about the first), we have no qualms
about saying it isn't as impressive as its
predecessor.
Yet Soul Calibur II is nothing less than
the most technically impressive fighting
game ever constructed (even rivaling
Sega's fiber technical Virtua Fighter 4). As
a weapons-based fighting game, success in Soul Calibur II requires that players learn
the different play styles of the 15 original characters (not counting unlockables), and
choose one that best fits their own. Soul Calibur II's gameplay is so deep that victory
can depend as much upon physical button-pressing skill as on a well-thought out battle strategy. Visually, Soul Calibur II is at the top of its class. Namco's offering easily
matches its competition via minutely detailed character models, stunningly fluid animations, vibrant color schemes and expansive backgrounds to boot.
Soul Calibur II comes packed to the hilt with gameplay modes. You get all the original arcade variations you could ask for, alongside Team Battle and Survival modes,
with more customizable options than your anal retentive younger sibling could handle.
The coup de grace of Sal's single player modes comes in the way of an extended
Weapon Master mode that takes the player through a lengthy adventure. Here garners
will really hone their SCR skills as they take on endlessly varying challenges while
unlocking all the game's hidden goodies (including but not limited to additional characters, levels, weapons and gameplay modes).
In the end, Soul Calibur II comes highly recommended to all fighting game fans and
all socialite garners. Seeing as this one is multi-platform, you may have trouble deciding which version is right for you. All three versions are of remarkably similar quality,
but mostly you should go with whichever system's controller you find yourself more
comfortable with.

Matt Bettelman wants Soul Calibur's Ivy to wrap him up in that whip sword of hers.
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You might remember Eric Neis as the early 90's heartthrob of many seventh grade
girls. As an original cast member of the first Real World in 1992, he was one of the
guinea pigs of reality TV — a now fantastically lucrative business that Neis is no longer
a part of. Ever wonder what Eric Neis is up to now? No, this article will not read like
many after-school specials that follow old cast members of Saved by the Bell. Rather,
this article will describe an interview with Neis who contacted The Trail in hopes of
spreading information about his post-Real World philanthropic endeavors.
Currently Neis is working on two philanthropy projects called Moments of Hope
and Voices of Inspiration. Moments of
Hope is a nonprofit, post-September 11
"networking portal," as Neis describes it.
This is an organization designed to
empower young adults and give them a
platform for communication about events
like September 11. Neis hopes that
Moments of Hope will help young people
get over the fear that 9/11 produced and
that they can use Neis' program as an
impetus to start an international communication forum for young individuals.
Neis' second project, Voices of
Inspiration, is like Moments of Hope except that it targets college students. Neis hopes
that college students will begin a communication forum and then reach out to elementary students to help them build a similiar forum. "I want to turn you guys into role
models for younger kids," Neis said.
He eventually hopes that helping children to talk about events like September 11 as
well as other contentious issues such as homelessness, AIDS and cancer will lead to creating a program that could be a part of the elementary education system. Neis is currently in the process of contacting members of Columbine high school to include those
students in part of this project. He hopes that in the future schools across the nation
can work together towards "creating a specific day" where students talk about fears
they have over international or domestic concerns. Neis hopes to use his success in pop
culture to ameliorate society. "Right now there are a lot of celebrities kids can't look up
to. I hope to change that." Neis believes that he can take advantage of his success in
the media to correct the injustices of others.
Right now Neis is in the recruiting process. He is looking for college students who
are interested in developing this program. If you are interested in learning more about
Moments of Hope or Voices of Inspiration or you just want to ask him questions, he
would love to hear from you. Plus, if anyone is interested in setting up a Voices of
Inspiration branch in Tacoma, Neis would be more than happy to come here to speak
with you and the campus. Neis is extrememly passionate about his two philanthropies
and needs the help of enthusiastic students to get it going. If you are interested in helping him, e-mail trailae@ups.edu for further measures to contact his agent.
„

Kathleen Sullivan finds that a Trail colleague reminds her of Milhouse.
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You're next, Tiffany...

Ice Cold!

U.S. awards itself gold medal
for Operation Iraqi Freedom
Bush's "Dream Team" keeps
the winning streak alive
By Ted Bundy

Alum
Following the grand tradition of
athletic excellence at the Olympics,
this week the United States awarded
itself the gold medal for efforts in
Iraq. Great Britian took the silver, and

Photo courtesy hilinews.com

HE GIVES THE OTHER FINGER
TO IRAQ Next year he's going for
–

the Nobel Peace Prize.

Australia received the bronze medal
in a wide margin.
For all of the work that wa's put
into liberating Iraq and deposing
Saddam, President Bush will be honored with the medal itself, an honrary certificate and a formal banquet.
Immediately after the Olympic War
Committee made the announcement,
the President held a press conference.
"We are very honored to be recognized this way," he said with tears
streaming down his cheeks. "This
administration prides itself on the
most dedicated and intelligent warmongering possible. Knowing that
the global arena finally sees that is
such a relief."
Likewise, Prime Minister Tony
Blair expressed heartfelt thanks for
the second place designation. "Just
being allowed to compete was
enough," Blair said. "But this, this is
amazing."
Australia celebrated their bronze
medal by drinking in bars until
dawn.
Minor contention was raised by
the deposed people of Iraq, who have

"Magnificent Butcher" (1987)

Photo courtesy toxnews.com

Proving vet again that
we're the best at everything.
USA! USA!

–

sent several proposals outlining the
gold medalist's less than professional
tactics. These protests, as was expected, have been largely ignored by the
D.C.-based Olympic Committee.
From the start, sports betting centers
picked Iraq to come in last place.
Bush has also hinted at future
medals. "Just wait to you see what
we've got for 2007. We've been training hard for the next one, getting into
the best shape of our lives."
-

Ted was very flattered by last week's
article about him.

Two twenty-year-olds have allegedly broken
new ground
By Mike Mahoney

Guest Writer

Katie Deremigio/ASUPS Photo Services

THEY'VE BEEN AT IT FOR FIFTEEN MINUTES-

Ellstrom and Ahlgren display the universal college symbol
for Do Not Disturb, Freaky Marathon Sex in Progress.
ent resources ranging from movies to trade magazines
and online databases.
Ellsworth and Ahlgren's friends have expressed envy
for the pair's stellar sex. One friend who wished to
remain anonymous said, "Now all of us wish we had cool
girlfriends too, so we could do that cool Tantric and Kama
Sutra stuff like Greg and Jen."
Ahlgren has said that the fun isn't over yet. The happy
couple are thinking of experimenting to shake things up,
such as leaving the lights on or trying sex while completely sober.

Mike thinks he's pretty spectacular in the sack, too.

ASUPS VP Tiffany Barrans' smile falls off
By Pat Jones

Guest Writer
Thursday was a sad day for one
prominent student. Vice President
Tiffany Barrans, who poses for an
average of eighty pictures and greets
four hundred people every week,
suffered the loss of her plastered
smile (see graphic at right).
Counseling, Health and Wellness
saw Barrans immediately after the
injury, and determined the cause:
overuse.
"We all smile a lot, of course," said

chief counselor Whitney DeMarco.
"Problems arise, however, when it is
used superficially. The high frequency of Ms. Barrans' fake smiling was
some pretty flagrant abuse — its'
almost masochistic."
Barrans had brought the smile,
wrapped in ice, to Tacoma General
Hospital, but all hope was lost.
Doctors told her that there was zero
chance for successful reattachment.
One surgeon noted, "I've never seen
a mouth in such poor condition in
my medical career, and I work mostly in the ER with car accidents and
shootings."

by Ninja Tim

Ninja Tim's back to what he knows best: lowproduction kung fit films you've never heard of

College couple thinks they have reinvented sex

Sophomore Jennifer Ahlgren has been the envy of all
her girlfriends these past two months as she regales them
with all of her many bedroom adventures.
The Women Studies minor said yesterday, "Greg and I
did it fOur times, and he told me that it was great sex,
totally mind-blowing. He's so good in bed." Pressed for
specifics, Ahlgren responds that boyfriend Greg
Ellsworth makes lots of noises and in general it looks a lot
like sex scenes in movies. To further echo her most steamy
favorites, she has perfected moaning just how Ellsworth
likes it.
Ahlgren further stokes the fires of jealousy when she
reports, "Greg says I have multiple orgasms all the time,
which is a completely clear sign that I'm, you know, sexually mature."
The boyfriend seconds her stories almost verbatim: "It
can be hard to find privacy in a Greek house, but when
my roommate's out,, that's when I let my Don Juan out of
the box. She loves it. I've taken lovemaking to a whole
new level with her." He credits his masterful boudoir
technique with many hours of research, covering differ-

Cung Fu Corner

Friends and fellow ASUPS
Officers have expressed their sympathy in a variety of ways. Director of
Business Services David Koppy said,
"At first I bought her some chapstick,
you know, as a joke. Then I settled for
the school bookstore gift certificate."
Concern is spreading among the
ASUPS elite. Many fear that they will
suffer the same fate, and an informal
policy of stonefacing has been adopted.
The Combat Zone could not reach
Barrans for comment in person or by
phone for this article.

Pat has been freeing rabbits from
Nalgene factories for years.

Sammo Hung plays little Wing,'
a "Leave it to Beaver" bumbler
accused of rape/multiple homicides. Don't be decieved: he kicks
Cosmic-Palm's ass. Also:
Caligraphy-brush kung-fu!
Ninja Tim's butchering skills are more slum/ than
magnificent.

Alumni Profile:
Dana Sedstrom
Every now and then, The Combat Zone
will interview a recent UPS grad about
their first year in the real world and how
their degree helped them secure a job or
graduate school placement. This week we
talk with Dana Sedstrom, '02.
Combat Zone: So, Dana, thanks for doing the interview.
Dana: No problem. I just hope all the graduating seniors can benefit from my experiences.
CB: Right, right. First off, how have the first six
months of post-UPS life been for you?
D: In a word? Hell. I sent out my CV to fifty different
businesses all spring and summer, and nobody
would hire me. At first it didn't make sense; it was as
if there was almost a curse on my application or
something. One human resources director actually
spit on my transcript.
CB: But you have found gainful. employment, right?
Your collective $120 grand spent on-higher education
wasn't for naught?
D: Well, yes — wait, one second, I'll be right back.
(Interview subject leaves to make extra foam mocha for a
customer.)
CB: So, getting back...
D: Now I'm in an environment that is really stimulating. All of my coworkers are also recent aluinni, and
during our breaks we talk philosophy, current events
and whatever literary theorists we're all reading that
week. Sam is even talking about a Barista Book Club,
which would be cool.
CB: Any advice for current UPS students?
D: You get better tips if you work the opening shift,
but that's pretty tiard to get if you're new. Stick with
it!
CB: Thanks Dana, we'll let you get back to work.

Anatomy of a Tragedy
Barrans would not pose for any more photos, so The
Combat Zone's artist created a probable composite.

Before

Photo eimrtesy asups.upsedu

After

Photo courtesy Warner Brothers

(Artist's Rendition)

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. But secretly Gerty from Full Fare agrees with all of it.
Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Lutes cap another winless Logger campaign
By Phil Hawkins

Sports Writer
The UPS football team ended a disappointing season
by dropping their eleventh straight game, dating back to
last season, and finished off the year 0-9 overall with a 0-5
conference record. The Loggers lost their final game of the
season to crosstown rival Pacific Lutheran University 4014 on Nov. 15.
UPS began the game strong by racking up 259 yards of
offense, all gained on the ground, and a 14-6 lead going
into halftime. Danny Hervol put UPS on the scoreboard
first by scoring on a three-yard run just five minutes into
the game. The Loggers continued to grind away with their
impressive running game and managed to score again
with only 1:30 left in the half. Quarterback Andy Carlson's
1-yard touchdown run put UPS up 14-0 close to halftime.
On the ensuing kickoff, the Loggers were flagged for a
penalty and the Lutes started with the ball on the Logger
38-yard line. Only 23 seconds after Carlson's run, Aaron
Binger ran the ball 24 yards into the end zone to put PLU
on the board before halftime.
In the second half, the Loggers simply collapsed and
PLU took control of the game. A 17-yard touchdown pass
and a two-point conversion tied the game at 14-14 with
10:24 remaining in the third quarter. Binger dominated the
Logger defense for the rest of the game. He is the second
leading rusher in the Northwest Conference behind
Carlson, but this game, he did his damage through the air.

He scored four touchdowns in the second half - three of
which were receiving - while the Lutes ran away with
the game. In the meantime, PLU was able to hold the
Loggers to just 31 yards and one first down in the second
half.
Despite the loss, UPS was able to gain 324 yards on the
ground and set a new school record for rushing yardage
with 2,642. The previous record for UPS was 2,543 yards in
1987. Carlson led the Loggers with 100 yards on 23 carries,
but was 0-for-3 on passing attempts.
The loss ended a tough season for the Loggers who
have won only one game since 2000. One of the few bright
spots this season was the Loggers' rushing game. Carlson
led the NWC in rushing with 1,137 yards. His 126.3 yards
a game and 13 rushing touchdowns were tops in the conference and helped him earn an Honorable Mention on the
All-Conference team. Along with Carlson, UPS attacked
opponents with a trio of running backs. Honorable
Mention Rory Lee, Stephen Graves, and Danny Hervol
amassed 1,436 rushing yards while helping UPS set
records in total rushing yards, rushing yards per game
(293.6) and rushing attempts (547). With such a dominating running game, the Loggers were able to control the
tempo of most of their games. By controlling the ball over
37 minutes per game, the UPS coaches forced opponents
to make big plays to beat them.
Unfortunately, the Logger defense was porous at best
and could not keep up with opponents. UPS surrendered
38.3 points a game and lost by an average of 21 points

while giving up 7.5 yards per play. Despite numerous
defensive lapses, the Loggers had their share of playmakers. Linebacker Nate Enciso garnered Second Team AllConference honors and Joe Boice was given an Honorable
Mention. Marc Larson led UPS with 40 solo tackles and
three interceptions while also receiving an Honorable
Mention.
On the other side of the ball, tight end Joe Gustafson
and offensive lineman Ryan Griffey were both selected to
the Second Team All-Conference.
Even though the Loggers finished the season without a
win, they were able to stay competitive in many of their
games. UPS either led or tied going into the half in four of
their nine games. The Loggers, unfortunately, were not
able to continue their success after halftime; they were
outscored 84-14 in the third quarter.
Another problem was the lack of diversity in play calling. Nearly 80 percent of the plays run were rushing.
Their one-dimensional style of football allowed opponents
to commit eight or nine to the run, daring the Loggers to
pass the ball. When UPS decided to pass, the results were
dismal Carlson completed only 35.9 percent of his passes
and threw 14 interceptions for the season.
UPS is looking to the future though. With only seven
seniors on the team and 34 players who are either freshmen or sophomores, the Loggers are looking to produce a
successful football program next year.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins writes his articles naked from
the waist down.

Giving thanks to the wonderful world of sports
Tyler Roush

Editor-in-Chief
This Thanksgiving,
as I bow my pagan
head before a platter
of turkey and mashed
potatoes, I will consider the many things for which I am
thankful: family, friends, my education
and the fact that I am getting paid for this.
But I must also take the time to acknowledge the personalities, plotlines and
curiosities that make sports worth watching. Below are 15 reasons why all sports
fans should give thanks:
15. Jeff Van Gundy. You know those flu
medicine commercials where one guy
takes some NyQuil and sleeps well, while
some other guy hacks and coughs all
night? Van Gundy is the other guy, only
he's suffering through Ebola. A career .593
winning percentage as a coach, the heavylidded Van Gundy is also the NBA's only
six-time winner of the coveted "Corpse of
the Year" Award.
14. College basketball bench players.
You see them every March: the undersized
guard or clumsy power forward hopping
up and down and waving towels around
while their 15 seed hangs tough with a two
seed. It might not be a glamour role, but
they're a lot closer to the Final Four than
you'll ever get.
13. Commercials featuring Ben Wallace
and Tracy Morgan. Nobody rages on
defense quite like the Detroit's Big Ben,
and nobody says "I have achieved the isomotion" quite like T-Mo. Keep this up and
they could become the best straight
man/comic duo since ... SchwarzeneggerDeVito? Scratch that ... (unless Wallace
runs for governor of Michigan).
12. The Apple Cup. The Cougars (9-2)
are coming off a 34-19 victory over Arizona
State, while the Huskies (5-6) look to

rebound • following
their 54-7 drubbing at
infield
the hands of the
fly
California Golden
Bears. Motivated by
rule
spite and all-consuming hate, Wazzu will
run wild through
Husky Stadium. The score might reach to
35-10 - by halftime.
11. NCAA Football 2004. As if 117 D-I
teams weren't enough, the geniuses at EA
Sports decided to throw in 36 new D-IAA
teams and a "College Classics" mode that
simulates some of college football's greatest moments (think Doug Flutie vs. Miami,
the return through the Stanford band and
last year's Ohio, State-Miami national
championship). If you ever start to take
any of this for granted, just remember that
your dad grew up playing tabletop football.
10. Athletes named after food. In the
seventh round of this year's NFL draft the
Seahawks drafted Kansas State's "Taco"
Wallace, a year after drafting Mississippi
State's "Porkchop" Womack in the fourth
round. UPS football parades out sophomore wide receiver Aaron Bean, while the
men's swim team counters with junior Tag
Veal. However, it's the Cleveland Indians
outfielder Coco Crisp who wins the award
for "Best Food-related Sports Name," narrowly edging Devil Rays pitching prospect
"Low-Fat Granola."
9. The Kansas Plan. Already this season
the NCAA has seen two high-profile
games go five overtimes or more, with
Tennessee topping Alabama 51-43 in five
overtimes and Arkansas enduring an
NCAA-record seven OTs to beat Kentucky
71-63. Meanwhile the NFL continues to
plod along in its antiquated sudden-death
system, which rewards teams for having
the grit, endurance and determination ...
to win a coin toss.

8. Dontrelle Willis. Who cares if he collapsed in the second half last season, was
benched in the playoffs and didn't deserve
his N.L. Rookie of the Year Award? As long
as he keeps working the leg-kick and hits
the occasional triple, the D-Train can keep
on chuggin'.
7. Controversial award selections. This
year's pick of Angel Berroa over Hideki
Matsui for A.L. Rookie of the Year was as
good as the pick of A-Rod over any of the
highly qualified quartet of Carlos Delgado,
Jorge Posada, Shannon Stewart and David
Ortiz for A.L. MVP was bad, perhaps
because his 156 home runs and 395 RBIs
since joining the perennially last-place
Rangers aren't worth the $252 million
admission price.
6. Pitching on three-days rest. Florida
righthander Josh Beckett's decision to do
so in Game 6 of the World Series won the
Marlins their second title; San Francisco
righthander Jason Schmidt's decision not
to do so in Game 4 of the N.L. Division
Series helped end the Giants' playoff run.
Still, Hall of Famer Pud Galvin started 75
of his Buffalo Bison's 9.7 games in 1883, so
don't give Beckett a medal or anything.
5. The continued existence of the
Montreal Expos. They've survived contraction, a traitorous owner and 22 "home"
games in Puerto Rico to become one of 12
teams to post winning records in each of
the past two seasons, a stat made much
more impressive when one considers Les
Expos have by far the lowest payroll on the
list, about $10 million below the Oakland
A's and a full $135 million below the gluttonous Yankees.
4. The continued existence of the
Universe. Years from now, history will
show that Cubs fan Steve Bartman (of the
infamous foul ball interference) and former
Red Sox manager Grady Little were agents
of good sent• back in time to prevent the
most apocalyptic and potentially destruc-

Photo courtesy googlecom

OY!-Houston Rockets coach Jeff Van

Gundy holds his head, exasperated - as
always - about something.
five sporting event of all time - a CubsRed Sox World Series.
3. Upsets. Between the Bengals stunning the undefeated Chiefs, the Tigers besting the Seminoles in Bowden Bowl V and
the Marlins topping the Yanks in the World
Series, 2003 has proved that it's good to be
the underdog.
2. Home unbeaten streaks. Kudos to the
UPS women's soccer team for extending
theirs to 41 games with a 2-0 victory over
PLU on Nov. 8; congrats to the Tennessee
Volunteers for ending the Miami
Hurricanes own streak at 26 games on the
same day.
1. The ability to write an entire "Sports
Thanksgiving" column without mentioning LeBron.
(Doh!)

Editor-in-Chief Tyler Roush practices his
exasperated Van Gundy face every morning in
his mirror from 6:47 until 7:43.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED
Give the most special gift of all....Help a couple
become parents by donating your eggs. If you are a
healthy woman, 21-31, w/ a healthy family history,
please consider becoming their donor. 5'5" or taller,
blue eyes/blond or brown hair, aptitude for art, music
or science would be a great match, but will consider all
qualified applicants. Thank you in advance for your
consideration. $3000.00 compensation. 206-2293681. Confidential
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Logger Sports On Tap

,•

Women's Soccer — UPS vs. University of Chicago, Nov.
22, Peyton Field at 1:00 p.m.

Mens' and Women's Swimming — UPS at PLU, Nov. 21,
Parkland, WA at 6:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball — Logger Tip-Off Classic, Nov. 21-22,
Memorial Fieldhouse
UPS vs. Bethany, Nov. 21 at 8:00 p.m.
UPS vs. Wisconson-River Falls, Nov. 22 at 8:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball — Logger Tip-Off Classic, Nov. 2122, Memorial Fieldhouse
UPS vs. Colorado College, Nov. 21 at 6:00 p.m.
UPS vs. St. Mary's (MN), Nov. 22 at 6:00 p.m.
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Loggers drown Wildcats, remain unbeaten
By Jeff Swiryn

Sports Writer
The Logger swimmers continued their Northwest
Conference dominance as both the men's and women's
teams beat Linfield at home on Nov. 15. The women won
all 11 of their events and the men took six out of 11 from
the Wildcats. Both teams are now 2-0 in the NWC.
The Linfield women were no match for the defending
champions. UPS notched a whopping 152 points, compared to the 'Cats 53. The Loggers started out strong as
they placed first and second in the 400-meter medley
relay. In the next women's event, the 800-meter freestyle,
Megan Williams placed first and now holds the top conference time in the event. Jess Martin also set a top time in
the 200-meter butterfly.
"Even though we do not always have the numbers that
other teams have," Martin said, "we still win because our
team has much more depth, we take every place very seriously. It might not always be our first place finishes, but
our second, third and fourth that pull us ahead."
That may be true, but last weekend they definitely got
their fair share of first place finishes. Alex Borgen won the
200- and 400-meter freestyle races. Michele Rennie had
two first place finishes — in the 200-meter individual medley and the 200-meter breaststroke. The other four first
places came from Beth Demander, Desiree Didier, Katie
Becklin and the 400-meter freestyle relay, which the
Loggers won by almost 20 seconds.

The men managed to beat Linfield 109-95, completing
the Loggers' perfect weekend at Wallace pool. Tag Veal
finished first place in three events including the 50-meter
free, 200-meter butterfly and the 400-meter free. Josh
Kramer picked up two first place finishes in the 100 and
200-meter freestyle. Greg Wolfe beat out Linfield's Matt
Henderson by two tenths of a second in the 200-meter
breaststroke to give the Loggers six first places.
"The key race came in the 200 (meter) Freestyle with
Josh Kramer and Blake Mann-Schweigert finishing 1-2 in
a close race," Veal said. "Had the race been 200 yards, the
Linfield swimmer would have won and the meet would
have ended much differently.
After beating Willamette in Salem on Nov. 8, the
Loggers remain perfect in the NWC. The women have
been NWC champions for the last seven years, and they
are off to a great start to keep that streak alive. On Nov. 21,
the Loggers travel across town to PLU, where they look to
go 3-0. Their next home conference meet is not until Jan. 24
against Lewis and Clark.
Even with some health issues, the Loggers keep winning. "We were not able to field a full men's team this year,
and our competition continues to improve," Kramer said.
"Rather than be set back by sicknesses and injuries, our
men have stepped up to the challenge to defeat two solid
teams in the past two weeks (Willamette and Linfield)."
The women's team is also optimistic.'"We have a really
strong team this year and are looking forward to doing
well this season," Williams said. "We have some really fast

Jason Moy/ASUPS Photo Services

LOOK OUT BELOW—A Logger swimmer dives into

action on Nov. 15 as her teammates cheer her on. Both UPS
swim teams beat Linfield to remain unbeaten.

•

freshman who have come in. Two of the three women who
went to Nationals last year, Breanna Trygg and Michele
Rennie, are still with the team and we know that they will
swim very well this year."

Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn is going to play everybody's
favorite fun game, "take a step back." I.

Panthers, Duhawks no match for Loggers
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
After ending the regular season by capturing the NWC
title, the women's soccer, team continues to dominate; winning the West Regional Final in the NCAA Division HI tournament for the second season in a row and extending their
record to 18-1-1.
UPS will host the University of Chicago Maroons as their
opponent in the quarterfinals this weekend. The University
of Chicago is ranked 10th nationally, led by sophomore forward Renee Neuner, who scored 20 goals in 14 matches this
season. The Maroons also have a strong defense which has
posted twelve shutouts thus far, just as the Loggers have.
The match will take place 1:00 p.m. Nov. 22 at Baker
Stadium.
The team hopes to use home field to their advantage
with the support of the student body. "We need encouragement from fans to help us!" forward Cortney Kjar

exclaimed. "It's a big deal that we get as much support out
there as possible."
To earn the right to host the quarterfinals, the Loggers
first had to defeat Chapman University and Loras College.
The Loggers received a first round bye in the tournament,
and traveled to Dubuque, Iowa for the second round match
against Chapman, who they beat last year in the West
Regional final. They claimed victory again this season,
defeating the Panthers 1-0, the lone goal of the match coming from All-NWC First Team selection Kjar, who scored at
50:39. Kjar was able to score on a pass from Jenna Dwiggins,
who played the ball down the right side before passing it
off. Kjar took it and faked down the end line, then cut back,
took a few dribbles and shot with her left foot. The ball
curved in the air, and went in off the left goal post.
As they have done all season, the Loggers were able to
press their opponent offensively while maintaining a strong
defense. The Loggers out shot Chapman 14-11, forcing their
goalie to make seven saves, while Loggers goalkeeper Erin
Williams only had to make two saves
to collect her fourth consecutive
shutout.
"I think defensively we played
really well," Kjar commented. "We
knew that they had a forward we
had to contain and we shut her
down."
The victory over Chapina -moved the Loggers into the fi --“'s for
the regional champion rip on
Sunday, where they der-ated Loras
2-0 to clinch the .egional title and
advance into tbe quarterfinals.
opened the scoring
Tb y
59 minutes into the game, off a corner kick by midfielder Kelsey Lau,
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who was able to put the ball in front of the net for forward
Lea John. Shooting through traffic, John managed to give
the Loggers a 1-0 lead. The second goal was scored eighteen din
minutes later by Tera Anderson, assisted by Elizabeth IP
Pitman. Pitman chased down a pass and directed it toward
Anderson, whose shot first hit the crossbar, then went off
the goalie's back and into the net. For her game winning
goal.and general performance over the weekend, John was
selected as the Puget Sound Female Athlete of the Week.
"As a team, I felt like we played really smart offensively," Kjar explained. "We did what we had to do to get the 11/
job done, and we did a good job of exploiting their weaknesses."
Defensively, the Loggers were a virtual force field. They
allowed the Duhawks just four shots in the first half, only
one of those on goal, and allowed no shots on goal in the
entire second half to maintain their 2-0 lead for the win.
While the Loggers are focused on their upcoming match, 4
they did receive some significant honors as a result of their
stellar regular season. Coach Randy Hanson earned his
fourth NWC Coach of the Year recognition after leading the
team to a program best 16-1-1 regular season, and junior
Bridget Stolee was named NWC Defensive Player of the
Year for the second consecutive seas's.011tea on the All-NWC First do
Team All -American last - ' )
ee er Williams recorded a
—tates.
Goalkeeper
three
t„.
Team by
rec,„-1 _ —.Ai goals-against average of .35, a record for the
program, and posted an .889 save percentage for the regular season. Also, Pitman, who made the First Team last season as well, collected 19 points during the regular season,
while Kjar led the team with 23 points.
The Loggers know they have a battle ahead of them, but jia
feel they can rise to the challenge. "It will be a tough game,
but we feel ready," Kjar declared.

Sports Writer Melissa Huggins is missing the AvalancheMighty Ducks game, just for you, dear reader.

Sports Brief

•

Cross country sends men to nationals in Indiana
The men's cross country team took second at the regional championships last weekend,
placing themselves in the hunt for the national championship this weekend to be held in
Hanover, Indiana. Captain Dan McLean led the Loggers as usual with his second place finish. "We were just going for the other two spots out of our region," McLean said. Running
well with McLean at the meet in Estacada, Or. were Frank Prince (6th place), James O'Dea
(9th), Taylor Hallvik (17th), Nick Mayers (25th), Kota Reichert (31st) and Dan Pollard (50th).
The women's team also ran well in Oregon, finishing seventh but not qualifying for
nationals. Led by Sara Burnet in 17th place, Hillary Dobson (29th), Alana Hagney (32nd),
Sarah Orzell (34th), Kjirsten Brevik (72nd), Sarah Brabeck (86th) and Molly Van Benthuysen
(97th) all placed highly.
"Placing three runners in the top ten is great. We got a good effort from everyone and
that has given us the opportunity to compete at nationals," coach Mike Orechia said, referring to the men's finishers.
McLean talked about the team-wide goal for the race. "We are shooting for top sixteen
because that automatically guarantees a bid for nationals out of our region for next year."
"We've only ran against like three or four of the other teams at nationals, so we don't
know how we'll do against the rest," McLean said, who finished fourth individually last
year at nationals. The Loggers currently sit at 15th in the national rankings, and the men's
team was also selected as the Puget Sound Male Athletes of the Week.
—By Matt Stevens
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